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Executive Summary
This document provides an outline Plan for the proposed Waterford Cultural Quarter (WCQ) on Waterford’s O’Connell Street and its tributaries. It is
commissioned by Waterford City and County Council (WCCC) with a view to exploring the potential for a WCQ which will play a transformative role for this
district of the city, for the capacity, confidence and sustainable growth of the cultural and creative sectors of the city and region and for the inclusion of the
communities who live in the area. In doing so, it will play a vital developmental role for Waterford city centre, nurturing and attracting distinctive cultural and
creative production and generating a dynamic cultural life for the area that enhances the city’s retail and tourism offer and transform urban living for local
communities.
The Plan describes the current reality of O’Connell Street – as a richly historic thoroughfare of the city, with a tapestry of heritage buildings and deep
memories as a place of trade, worship and social practice. Though a zone in transition – it has lost much of the prosperity and energy of its past and is
struggling to find a purpose in the modern city. New beginnings and a fresh distinctiveness are evidenced through the diverse communities who call it home,
the range of cultural assets located on the street, the emerging scene of bars and cafés, and the cultural hub offered by Garter Lane Arts Centre.

To reach this point – where the WCQ operates as a sustainable model which provides a serious uplift in the culture and economy of the city and county –
requires a long-term (5-10 year) commitment to sensitive urban change; an inclusive approach to partnership; and a blend of vision, opportunism and shared
responsibility. This is (a) where the local authority operates as an enabler and champion, securing long-term cultural and creative use for buildings,
encouraging developmental projects and use of spaces to animate the landscape, creating a planning framework which supports the development of the
cultural quarter, being adventurous in mixed use of the street environment and working to build pathways for local communities to participate in the cultural
life of Waterford city; and (b) where key partners in education (notably Waterford Institute of Technology and the Waterford Wexford Education and Training
Board), culture (the city’s key cultural organisations) and business (creative industries, technology, retail and hospitality); will need to shape a collaborative
approach, conceptualising the WCQ as a shared concept which reinvigorates the civic, cultural and economic life of the city.

Chapter: Executive Summary

It is by nurturing this scene and by providing the enabling conditions for cultural and creative activities and production to flourish that O’Connell Street can be
re-imagined and then re-born as a vital part of Waterford’s future. This Plan, informed as it is by extensive consultation and research, shows that O’Connell
Street and its environs has the potential to become the type of inclusive, engaging, sustainable cultural ecosystem befitting the designation of Waterford’s
Cultural Quarter. A cultural quarter which is co-created with existing residents and the wider cultural and creative sectors; that provides a mix of affordable
and accessible spaces and platforms for cultural production and consumption; and thus becomes attractive as a place to meet, exchange, do business, and
participate in the cultural life of a changing city and the gateway to Ireland’s south east.
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This Plan sets out a vision for the WCQ:
“To deliver inclusive and sustainable innovation and growth for the cultural and creative sectors of south east Ireland; to b ecome a
distinctive and engaging place to the heart of Waterford which is open, inspiring and a vital addition to the cit y’s creative,
knowledge and visitor economy”.
It provides an assessment of the main building blocks to deliver this vision, the priority actions, investment opportunities and a preferred option for the next
three years. It reflects on best practice internationally to inform a preferred approach for Waterford and to provide an assessment of the risks in activating
this Plan and how these risks can be mitigated. And it sets out a mission for partners to support, where the WQC becomes:

“A vibrant, creative, supportive community
for residents and creative business, and a
cultural destination which showcases the

Figure 1 Creative Industries co-working space - SAMOA, Nantes - Quartier de la Creation

Chapter: Executive Summary

best of south east Ireland”.
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Introduction
Cities across the world have developed cultural quarters and many cities,
including Waterford, are exploring ways to most effectively shape a
culture-led approach through a focus on a specific district or development
site. The motivations or drivers vary by city, but broadly, there are two
contrasting narratives for the development of cultural quarters and districts
and – more holistically - to culture-led place-making:

(a) To attend to a culture-led opportunity.

The city may also attempt to generate spill-over effects from the
emergent mix of cultural production and consumption activities already
in existence - e.g. positioning the district as a cultural tourism
destination; featuring it in inward investment activities; and
championing diversity where the district becomes a safe space for
cultural expression for minority communities (e.g. different ethnicities,
LGBT artists and audiences etc.).

Figure 2 Cultural Regeneration île de Nantes, Manny Coupechoux - A space dedicated to architecture and design

Chapter: /Introduction

For example, in response to the in-migration and co-location of artists
and cultural organisations attracted to a district by cheap rents, flexible
space, architectural distinctiveness, and an emergent creative scene.
The city, working with partners in the public and private sectors, may
seek to consolidate this emergent cultural district – to formalise and
give security to space; to attract and grow creative industries
businesses; to encourage ‘anchor’ uses for cultural consumption,
production and education; and to enhance the public realm and
signage which increases legibility and access.
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(b) To attend to an urban challenge.
Even the most successful cities are experiencing a crisis:
Of identity: where city-makers are struggling to forge distinctive and relevant senses of place in light of increasingly homogenising global influences.
Of inequality: where too many citizens are not benefiting from economic growth and do not feel ownership of mainstream civic identity.
Of sustainability: where a mix of demographic, climatic and industrial influences are bringing cities to a tipping point.
Of purpose: where old industries in decline are not replaced by new ones; or where new ones do not offer the life chances, esteem and community
identity of the industries which gave the city its original purpose.

Chapter: /Introduction

Culture is playing a major role in city-making as a response to these crises: delivering a set of civic, social and economic outcomes and critically, playing a
defining role in how cities see themselves and project their identities to others, including investors. The challenge though is positioning culture as an
embedded response to these crises rather than being appropriated as a quick fix where the building blocks for a sustainable approach are not in place. If an
embedded culture-led approach is not in place, it is rare for the cultural sector to respond favourably and for sustainable models of development to be
realised. In this instance cultural quarters don’t work: they are too instructive and top-down, they lack authenticity and ownership and they tend to be
geared toward cultural consumption (e.g. as a destination for tourism or the night time economy) rather than as places with a rich landscape populated by a
diversity of practice and engagement.
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Strategic Rationale and Context
Like most cities, the drivers for developing a cultural quarter are in response to a perceived opportunity and as part of a wider strategy to attend to the
challenges the city faces. Critically, any new cultural quarter will not offer many immediate rewards – e.g. as a catalyst for the development and growth of
the cultural sector or as a game-changer for the city’s cultural tourism credentials. It can, however, with the right mix of ingredients, long-term strategic
commitment, and crucially - with a sense of shared purpose for the cultural sector and local communities, be very impactful for the city. Successful cultural
quarters are those which are viewed as a process rather than an outcome. They are dynamic; they combine attributes, ownership models and uses; and they
are contested. Contested because they are relevant to the conversations the city has with itself, because people feel engaged and convinced they have a role
in place-making, and because people recognise what is at stake if not properly delivered – with poorly conceptualised cultural quarters doing more harm than
good.

Waterford’s O’Connell Street has its own emerging cultural ecosystem where cultural and community players and organisations generate inter-connectivity of
people, projects, production and performance across the area and where strategic cultural assets presents opportunities for further development of this
ecosystem (e.g. Garter Lane Arts Centre and Waterford Youth Arts), delivering as embedded hubs in an evolving Cultural Quarter. In developing the Cultural
Quarter the aim is to enhance existing considerable high-quality artistic and creative activity, processes and plans in Waterford to deliver critical mass in the
cultural and creative sector in the city over time.
Waterford is a plan-led city in its development - with the Waterford City Development Plan1, Waterford Local Economic and Community Plan2 and Regional
Cultural Strategy3, all serving at a higher level to inform the public, statutory authorities, service providers, etc. of the policy framework that guides
development decisions within the city. Through these documents (and associated plans for functional areas - e.g. arts, libraries, heritage, archives etc.)
Waterford is working to ensure that any improvement of the city is integrated, relevant to respective communities and in line with its core development
goals. It is within this wider policy context that the proposed development of the WCQ sits.

1

Waterford City Development Plan 2013 - 2019 http://www.waterfordcouncil.ie/media/plans-strategies/development-plan/city/index.htm
One Waterford: Local Economic & Community Plan 2015-2020. http://www.waterfordcouncil.ie/media/economic-development/lecp/Local%20Economic%20Community%20Plan.pdf
3
Better Together – The Three Sisters Regional Cultural Strategy (2016-2025) http://www.threesisters2020.ie/better-together-three-sisters-2020-regional-cultural-strategy/
2

Chapter: Strategic Rationale and Context

The most effective cultural ecosystems are shaped by a set of shared values. For example, they are expressive of a distinctive local (often district-based)
identity, which influences the cultural context for processes of creative production and consumption. They are also inclusive, with pathways into the creative
industries available for a city’s increasingly intercultural talent base, as well as offering parity for different genders and ages. Effective cultural ecosystems
tend to champion interdisciplinary collaborative practice where different sectors, aesthetics and technologies help generate new ways of working and in turn
new types of product and service. Overall, cultural practitioners and the creative industries thrive because they generate meaning-laden experiences, goods
and services. They depend, therefore, on relationships which are meaningful which are nurtured in places and spaces that carry significant symbolic value.
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The Waterford City Development Plan has as its over-arching goal to attract and retain inward investment to Waterford; to create critical mass in terms of
the scale, talent and liveability of the city and its surrounding region. With the city currently home to some 53,5044 people (living within the city and its
environs) and its population growth only marginal in the last five years since 2011 (when the population was recorded at 51,519), achieving this goal will
require increased sectoral assistance, exploiting new opportunities to replace declining industrial activities, creating additional opportunities to support
entrepreneurship in indigenous enterprise, promoting an innovation culture and delivering a vibrant and authentic urban centre with good design at its core.
The City Development Plan highlights five development nodes within the city (evening and night-time economy, tourism and heritage, the North Quays and
culture) with the WCQ forming the cultural node, and includes a
framework for integration and development of the social,
community and cultural requirements of the city’s population, as
such providing a backdrop for development of the proposed
cultural quarter in O’Connell Street which has the capacity over
time to:


Deliver tangible success for the resident community,
commercial business, education and cultural services



Create a significant and sustainable new quarter which reflects
and extends the city’s cultural and creative potential



Leverage existing potential for
development in the creative sector



Position Waterford as a place where cultural practice and
creativity are embedded as a way of life, central to
regeneration and an economic driver for the city



Create sustainable partnerships with industry, agency,
education and community partners to deliver high quality
cultural services and programmes

and

skills

In addition to the above plans and on behalf of the Three Sisters

4

Central Statistics Office, Census 2016. www.cso.ie
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clustering
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region of Kilkenny, Waterford and Wexford, the city led a recent bid to become European Capital of Culture 2020 (ECOC) 5. This process incorporated the
development of a Regional Cultural Strategy6. Both of the above programmes brought clarity of the benefits of a culture-led response to regeneration and the
opportunity for Waterford to become a leading smaller city in this field. Given the substantive investment by Waterford in the ECOC process, developing an
impactful legacy which enhances Waterford as the gateway city to the south east and a place where culture and creativity are central to and embedded in
the urban context, the WCQ presents a logical next step in cultural planning for Waterford and a first step in implementing the Regional Cultural Strategy
proper.
The Regional Cultural Strategy’s core priorities provide a pre-worked agenda for the proposed development of the WCQ, namely; a creative and cultural
economy programme, culture-led social development, and an urban and rural regeneration programme. These programme areas give space for exploration
and development of a creative and cultural economy which reflects the Waterford context and responds to its strengths, embracing a culture-led approach to
social development which positions the communities living and working within the O’Connell Street area as co-authors of the development process and
creating a vibrant new district in the city for residents and visitors alike.
The WCQ project can also over time enhance the environment for inward investment by delivering a responsive and authentic urban centre which enhances
Waterford’s human capital by developing a creative, adaptable, innovative and resilient workforce. It can also protect the diversity of resident communities
and improves their quality of life, whilst restoring vacant and derelict sites to increase attractiveness as a place to do business for a growing creative
community.

5
6

Re-imagining Our Region, Waterford for the Three Sisters 2020 http://www.threesisters2020.ie/re-imagining-region-three-sisters-2020-bid-book/
Better Together – The Three Sisters regional Cultural Strategy (2016-2025) http://www.threesisters2020.ie/better-together-three-sisters-2020-regional-cultural-strategy/

Chapter: Strategic Rationale and Context

The table on the following page presents an overview of the goals of the Waterford City Development Plan and the priorities of the Local Economic and
Community Plan which have relevance to the WCQ project.
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Waterford City Development Plan

Waterford Local Economic and Community Plan

Promote and facilitate the level of economic development and population growth necessary to create
“critical mass” in the City and its zone of influence.

Create opportunities and support entrepreneurship – stimulate entrepreneurship and
new business start up
 Develop a support framework for SMEs / Micro enterprises to reach their full



potential
Develop specific sectoral hubs or centres of excellence
Identify sectors with potential for clustering i.e. food, creative industries,
ecommerce, crafts
One-stop shop for start-ups to include property solutions and a supportive
environment for start-ups. Opportunities to grow centres of excellence.

Facilitate the delivery of key infrastructure.

Facilitate enhanced provision of broadband at high demand locations under the National
Broadband Plan

Realise the potential of the City Centre as a national and regional attraction, which is vibrant and lived
in, has a strong retail and cultural offering and a high quality public realm.

Develop Vibrant and well managed urban centres
 Revitalise, regenerate and improve the urban environment
 Put in place suitable structures to develop and promote urban centres

Support the provision of sustainable education facilities

Support Pathways to Economic Participation and Opportunity
 Develop a skilled labour force - support lifelong development of relevant skills
 Support the development of entrepreneurship in the education system
 Co-ordinate employment, skills and local economic development policy
 Establish a centre for research and analytics

Promote the concept of continuing education and the delivery of a University for the South East Region
with its headquarters in Waterford City.

Develop a tourism product of national and international standing.

Develop a world-class tourism product and position Waterford as a location of choice for
visitors
 Enhance and animate the visitor experience
 Develop a suite of experiential themes that reflect existing product bundles
 Animate Waterford's public realms through a year-round programme of festivals and

Develop sustainable neighbourhoods with facilities and services to meet local needs that give a sense
of place identity and belonging to residents.

Develop Communities of Place
 Provide a framework and support to facilitate the development of Municipal District

Promote social inclusion and facilitate equality of access to employment, education, transport, housing,
social and cultural facilities.
Have an Arts and Culture product which is of national and international standing and is an economic
driver for the Gateway.

Improve the life chances for all - children, young people, families and older people.
Develop coherent services to communities

events

Communities of Place Plans

Chapter: Strategic Rationale and Context
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The following pages outline the key building blocks for successful cultural quarter development and provide best practice international models for reference in
each instance.
1. They have arts and culture to their core, with a mix of independent production spaces, innovative arts development organisations and
platforms for audience engagement (e.g. venues, retail, open studios, activities).
The arts and cultural sector has the summoning power to attract and inspire more commercially driven creative industries talent - offering a curated
landscape of cultural dialogue and endowing creative practice with a socially embedded and critical perspective. Increasingly, arts and cultural
organisations are operating as producers – connecting the arts to the more commercially driven creative industries, commissioning R&D activities, and
providing shared spaces for production and presentation. Additionally, heritage-based urban regeneration is successfully used as vehicle for social and
economic regeneration.
The best cultural quarters are enablers for the arts and cultural life of the city. They converge the different strengths of the city and amplify activities as
the go-to place for production and presentation.

A 10 year cultural vision and strategy for Margate, UK

Artists’ groups & communities anchoring Margate’s old town in long term cultural quarter development: taking over old industrial and residential space with
peppercorn rents and support for organisational development to build a sustainable creative community. This generated energy and capacity to ensure the new
anchor destination gallery – Turner Contemporary – could play a legitimate role in sector development and positioning the town as a major cultural destination.
www.resortstudios.co.uk www.cratespace.co.uk www.bonvolks.com www.piefactorymargate.co.uk www.marinestudios.co.uk
Nantes Quartier de la Création, France

Nantes developed its creative quarter – Quartier de la Creation in response to a location where the city’s industrial heritage was in decline (port). A place with a
distinct regional identity it developed active efforts to reposition itself over time with a shared and unified vision, through urban redevelopment of its Island with
creative and cultural industries at the core and utilising its industrial infrastructure as a backdrop. http://www.iledenantes.com/en/projets/58-creative-artsdistrict.html

Chapter: What WCQ Needs to Consider – The building blocks for successful cultural quarters

What WCQ Needs to Consider – The building blocks for successful cultural quarters
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Cultural and creative ecosystems flourish when universities are open and collaborative generators of value: providing talent, expertise and technology.
Such universities can have a ‘vortex effect’ by providing a pipeline of talent for the ecosystem which benefits from developing work with creative
businesses pre- and post-graduation; by developing research with industry rather than for industry; and by establishing special purpose vehicles such as
incubators, accelerators, and bespoke research centres.
The best cultural quarters are generators of knowledge and new skills, they are attractive to emergent talent and they are the place for talent to
congregate, live, work and play.
UPTEC, Porto, Portugal

UPTEC - Science and Technology. A hub for R&D and knowledge transfer between the university and the marketplace, created to sustain the University of Porto’s
third mission - the social and economic leverage of its knowledge. It has sector specialisms (Technologies, Creative Industries, Biotechnology and Sea), each with
their own hub, plus a multi-disciplinary R&D and enterprise programme. A driver for Porto’s creative scene; adding to the vitality of a district to the north of the centre
and characterised by a rich independent culture. http://uptec.up.pt

3. They are interdisciplinary and brokered.
The best cultural quarters are built on a blend of trusted partnerships – some formal, some informal. They are richly networked and have visible spikes of
activity (e.g. co-working spaces and festivals). They connect the creative industries to other sectors and are motivated by shared civic and / or social
values. This does not happen by chance – every ecosystem has its trusted intermediaries – e.g. arts and cultural managers, specialist creative industries
development agencies, and of course active and responsible creative businesses. This makes them more accessible, and increases efficiency and
productivity because individuals are signposted to and often incentivised (e.g. via commissions) to work with partners where most value will be
generated.
It is by matching complementary skill-sets and interests that cultural quarters flourish.
Nottingham Creative Quarter Agency, UK

Based on a proven model (e.g. used in Sheffield, Manchester, east London, Nantes etc.), the NCA supports businesses in the city’s Hockley district CQ to become
sustainable through its business support programme, ‘access to finance’ scheme and a proactive inward investment approach. It operates as a broker – connecting
talent; and a commissioner – e.g. of projects which animate the public realm and generate buzz and distinctiveness. www.creativequarter.com

Chapter: What WCQ Needs to Consider – The building blocks for successful cultural quarters

2. They position universities as critical enablers.
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A former industrial site co-curated by the municipality and private landlords as a dynamic place for creative production and consumption – bringing together new
specialist facilities (e.g. the national hub for independent theatre companies), with short-term retail and events spaces. It includes a suite of project spaces to explore
socially impactful cultural practice. www.telliskivi.eu/en/loomelinnak/

4. They combine physical and digital platforms, connecting the local to the global.
Cultural ecosystems balance local encounters with access to international knowledge, skills and markets. Co-working spaces which are networked into
international knowledge exchange and residency programmes; shared research programmes; and international festivals help to facilitate open dialogue
across cultural and physical distance.
The best cultural quarters are expressive of the unique local cultural context while relevant to trends globally.
The Playable City – global

A network and commissioning programme which explores playful techniques for re-booting planning and reanimating the city. www.playablecity.com

Chapter: What WCQ Needs to Consider – The building blocks for successful cultural quarters

Telliskivi, Tallinn, Estonia
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The best cultural quarters are fluid, agile and adaptive – enabling a continuous process of development and innovation. They are not restricted by
artificial boundaries – they spill-over in reach, purpose and identity. They are not hipster enclaves but co-authored by diverse local communities who in
turn are not priced out by the success of the quarter. They do not just respond to change, but drive it: providing a continuum of opportunities for new
voices and promoting impactful and authentic activities.
Cultural quarters which have resident communities at their heart and where these communities feed into the development of the district, tend to have a
distinct identity and provide the energy, relationships and exchange on which creativity thrives. They become vibrant places to live and work and are
rooted in place, with supportive frameworks between multi-disciplinary agencies and partners delivering a continuum for development and growth over
time.
The best cultural quarters play a role in driving civic creativity across the city, are inclusive of communities within their boundaries, and are vital for
progressive cultural and creative practice, production and entrepreneurship that can make a difference.
Impact Hub, Oakland, USA

A member-based co-working space and event venue for
entrepreneurs seeking to deliver positive impact. It has
launched a new venture: Youth HUB, a collaborative workspace
for young social innovators – with programming to create a
pipeline for low-income youth of diverse backgrounds to
participate in creating enterprises that address social and
environmental issues.www.oakland.impacthub.net
High House Production Park, Thurrock, UK

A major campus focusing on pathways to employment in
backstage and behind camera skills across the creative
industries – a major scale example. www.hhpp.org.uk

Figure 3 Impact Hub Oakland USA - Co-working Space

Chapter: What WCQ Needs to Consider – The building blocks for successful cultural quarters

5. They are generous, inclusive, open, engaging and a process.
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Waterford’s Proposed Cultural Quarter - O’Connell Street

The street remains a distinctive part of central
Waterford but has lost much of its economic and
cultural energy. It feels to the margins of the town
centre, a little unloved, home to a set of economic
and cultural activities which are fragile and lack
coherence as a collective offer. It currently houses
an eclectic mix of shops, service industries and
small-scale micro-enterprises, a cultural node in
the form of the Garter Lane Theatre and Artist’s
Studios sits in the middle of the street and the old
Granary building now houses Waterford Institute
of Technology’s (WIT) School of Architecture. The
street is peppered with vacant premises and
enveloped by a substantial residential cohort of
primarily new immigrant communities to the city.
Resurgence in the area is developing slowly in the
form of bars, cafés, its differing cultural
communities, and vibrancy of its small but
growing
student
population.
Its
current
dilapidation providing a creative opportunity for
considered renewal and revival.

Chapter: Waterford’s Proposed Cultural Quarter - O’Connell Street

Steeped in history, O’Connell Street was an area of significant wealth, prosperity and economic import to the city of Waterford during the 18th century, at the
time when its port (then the third largest in Ireland) was a bustling trade route. This historical trading area of the city bridged the divide between
Ballybricken (on the then city outskirts) and the river, where goods from outside the city were traded and exported. Many of the finest examples of the city’s
architecture are to be found, with the streetscape bearing testament to this wealth. Important industry flourished in the area from shipbuilding to glass
making, with Penrose Lane at the western end of O’Connell Street the site of the first glass factory, which would later become Waterford Crystal, arguably
the most famous business in the city. However, the fortunes of the street changed over time and today O’Connell Street is an area largely overlooked in a
city which has in recent years prioritised the development of its retail and tourism offer in other districts, notably the Viking Triangle and waterfront. The
former significance of O’Connell Street is a distant memory, overtaken by this changed economic and strategic landscape.
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Vision, Purpose and Guiding Principles
VISION
To deliver inclusive and sustainable innovation
and growth for the cultural and creative
sectors of south east Ireland; to become a
distinctive and engaging place to the heart of
Waterford which is open, inspiring and a vital
addition

to

the

city’s

cultural,

creative,

Chapter: /Vision, Purpose and Guiding Principles

knowledge, business and visitor economies.

PURPOSE
To be a vibrant, creative, supportive community for residents
and creative business, and a cultural destination which
showcases the best of south east Ireland

Figure 4 Visual distinctiveness captured on the Rainbow Road, Wijdesteeg, Amsterdam
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Waterford’s Cultural Quarter is:
 A place of openness and generosity with creative people to its heart and with a distinct local identity
 A place for experimentation, collaboration, knowledge sharing and exploration
 A catalyst and driver to enhance and promote the city’s creative and cultural economy
 Everyone’s cultural quarter
 Never complete, always in renewal
 Affordable for all types of users and different forms of activity


Multi-disciplinary – bringing together different sectors, different communities and different perspectives through a focus on culture and
creative practice

 A vibrant hub – using the city to provide the energy, relationships and exchange through which creativity thrive
Chapter: /Vision, Purpose and Guiding Principles

 Supported by local agency partners for continued development and success
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Risks and Mitigation
“Authenticity must be used to reshape the rights of ownership…Authenticity is nearly always used as a lever of cultural power for a group to claim space and
take it away from others without direct confrontation, with the help of the state and elected officials and the persuasion of the media and consumer culture.
We can turn this lever in the direction of democracy, however, by creating new forms of public-private stewardship that give residents, workers, and small
business owners, as well as buildings and districts, a right to put down roots and remain in place. This would strike a balance between a city's origins and its
new beginnings; this would restore a city's soul."
Sharon Zukin, "Naked City: The Death and Life of Authentic Urban Places," 2011.

No cultural quarter development comes without inherent risks. Cultural quarters are often contested, a source of discussion, query and reflection and this
because they matter to the people for whom they are created. It is also because too often they are overly-municipal in their model and approach, with an
area demarcated for culture, even if the cultural life of a city thrives elsewhere. This means they struggle to be meaningful for the cultural sector. In other
instances, cultural quarters can be overly bounded, which limits opportunities for a more organic approach to place-making that encourages culture-led
development in other parts of the city or which supports ‘non-cultural development’ in a cultural quarter. What is at stake is the potential for new and
sustainable models for working and living within an urban context which are inclusive, explorative and open to different types of ownership. Even at this early
development stage, for WCQ it is important to state the following:

 The WCQ is an open and collaborative endeavour, with a wide sense of sector ownership, without which it will lack authenticity and feel
disconnected from the cultural needs, aspirations and identities of the city. WCCC and key institutions such as WIT, Garter Lane, Waterford Youth
Arts, WWETB, Waterford Social Integration Unit, Fáilte Ireland etc will enable rather than own the process, ensuring no enforcement of activities or
infrastructure for which wider ownership is lacking.
 The WCQ is a proposition designed to mobilise community and sector engagement. The WCQ development process should be owned and
co-authored by community, business, education and municipality players. Creating a distinct district and naming it a cultural quarter, will not result in
a realistic proposition if there is little support. However, activities for which there is support will be explored further – even without the existence of
an identified cultural quarter.

Chapter: Risks and Mitigation

 The WCQ is a long-term process which will never be fully completed. It should be consistently open to different types of use, encouraging the
cultural sector to shape its own development journey. It will build capacity and confidence in constantly changing ways across the cultural and
creative sectors, to drive innovation and growth, and deliver value to sectors such as tourism and retail.
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In addition to these points, which are really issues of value and positioning, the following are key risks for the WCQ and suggested approaches to their
mitigation.
Risk A:

Lack of social inclusion which results in low levels of ownership and a

bland approach to development – culminating in a place with no distinct identity.
The WCQ will not develop and grow in a sustainable way if it fails to engage a
diverse range of stakeholders (e.g. local resident communities, businesses and
organisations; plus the wider cultural sector, education sector, and creative
industries) from the start of the process and nurtures these relationships throughout
its development.
Mitigation: A cultural quarter which is inclusive will also be distinctive, authentic, adventurous, and
interdisciplinary, providing a range and mix of uses, having both an enabling role in
community cohesion and the development of cultural capital. Vital to this will be ongoing
community engagement and the development of ‘hard infrastructure’ (such as workspace
and activity space and imaginative public realm improvements) and ‘soft’ infrastructure
(such as networks, skills and education programmes and events), which helps fashion a
shared sense of ownership.

Chapter: Risks and Mitigation

The WCQ can offer the creation of new spaces where social concerns can be negotiated and
investigated, presenting a revival of civic life where residents organise themselves to rebuild society
relevant to their specific needs. Central to the delivery of such spaces will be the work with the
Waterford Integration and Support Unit, WAP and resident communities of the WCQ.

Development examples include: An incubation space which provides market opportunities and
programmes for enterprise development in the cultural and creative industries, supported by
education partners (including for example: WIT, WWETB and LEO) and available to local community
players and cultural and creative practitioners. Public realm improvements to create a visually
distinctive place, e.g. commissioning new street lighting for the WCQ (coloured LED lighting, with
each light different in character and style; echoing the glass history of Waterford city; enhancing the
streetscape through use of colour; playful lighting using interactive technology etc.
Figure 5 Lantern City Shanghai
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Risk B:

Lack of cultural anchors, with few spaces and places which deliver the cultural dynamism needed to kick-start the area’s

transformation. Although an inclusive and detailed approach should be the main focus for the WCQ (favouring small acts and the
curation of a mix of uses); without larger-scale interventions and developments the WCQ may struggle to generate the energy and
visibility required to attract culture-led development over the longer term and to build the energy and profile required to attract
other investment and realign city-wide perceptions of the area.
Mitigation: Many cultural quarters work best when they have signature
developments that in one movement add to the vitality of the area
and give it a clear brand narrative.

Figure 6 Open Demonstration, Canberra Glassworks, Australia

Chapter: Risks and Mitigation

Development examples include: securing a more active and visible role for WIT
with a new kind of open, industry-facing facility that connects arts, creativity,
science and technology and involving a cultural production / visitor hub – e.g.
related to glass or creative enterprise and a space which is attractive to
emerging talent in the creative industries sector. A re-imagining of the Garter
Lane Arts Centre as a cultural hub within the WCQ offers opportunities for
additional cultural production and civic engagement, amplifying the existing
cultural strengths of the city and creating a space to talent to congregate, work
and play.
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Risk C:

Weak governance and partnership, with a lack of imaginative place-making, advocacy, coordination and finance. The WCQ

will only thrive if it is supported by a coherent governance structure; an arrangement of strategic partners working with the
cultural sector and communities to co-develop approaches to urban planning and sector development. This is core to attracting
investment and ensuring such investment is meaningful to local stakeholders. A partnership which lacks the potential to access the
required funding to affect change will impact negatively on the possible success of the WCQ.
Mitigation: Vital here will be an overarching partnership group to
drive forward inward investment and planning agendas
with the local authority playing an enabling role across
these partnership activities and, where possible, to
identify opportunities for investment, offer proactive
solutions and create a planning framework to support
the development of the cultural and creative industries;
therefore, it should include a set of ‘task and finish’
groups for specific investment and development themes
(e.g. public realm, creative workspace, cultural skills,
cultural tourism/destination management) as part of its
remit.

place-making with artist and design commissions to mobilise
community engagement and encourage a participatory element to
planning and development. Promoting mixed use of the WCQ
streetscape, delivering flexible and phased pedestrianisation to
support creative programmes and business development (e.g.
creating a pavement café culture and becoming the home of street
festivals in the city).
Figure 7 WIT School of Architecture: O'Connell St. Waterford Cultural Quarter - Finding Space: Where are all the spaces
hiding? Visualisation of side street pop out food stalls

Chapter: Risks and Mitigation

Development examples include: Encouraging creative approaches to
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Risk D

Poorly conceptualised approaches to destination marketing and management, which creates a ‘product’ that lacks

authenticity and relevance to key stakeholders in the community, the cultural sector and visitors alike.
Alignment with city and regional place-marketing and
tourism

products

should

be

developed

in

full

consultation with the WCQ – so that the WCQ is not
misrepresented. Additionally, the temptation to view
the cultural quarter as primarily a tourism destination
in and of itself should be resisted as to so do can risk
the success of the entire development process.

Development examples include: WCQ Opportunities to
provide funding to WCQ partners to develop their own
brand identity, maps and itineraries should in itself be
an inclusive and participatory process.
Figure 8 WIT School of Architecture: O'Connell St. Waterford Cultural Quarter - Finding Space: Where are all the spaces hiding? Visualisation of
public realm performance space with city walls backdrop

Chapter: Risks and Mitigation

Mitigation: The WCQ should be encouraged to
develop its identity over time and any branding activity
should be participatory and driven by the activities
which emerge from the quarter – e.g. festivals and
events, pop-up activities, and diverse cultural practice.
It is likely that the WCQ will become a focus for
cultural tourism as it develops but will only have a
positive tourism development impact where it is
considered by discerning visitors that the WCQ is
authentic and organic.
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Risk E.

Imbalanced land-use leading to property inflation and gentrification over regeneration agenda. Cultural quarters can

create disproportionate economic and social effects for different socio-economic groups and communities, particularly those that
may have limited access to the benefits of cultural development. Care must be taken to ensure that plans and frameworks put in
place to support creative industries development do not lead to gentrification of the WCQ and a subsequent loss of authenticity,
which in turn further limits access to these groups and threatens the success of the initiative.
Mitigation: The WCQ will thrive on a mix of production spaces that offer
differing levels of affordability; consumption spaces which allow
for independent retail, bars and restaurants; and residential
spaces which provide a blend of social and private housing,
including family units. To ensure long-term sustainability, early
success will be in securing either long-term leases or, preferably,
freehold ownership for cultural production space (e.g. artist
workspace, grow-on space for creative businesses, linked to
Garter Lane etc; cross-sector incubation/activation spaces for
creative and technology companies linked to WIT etc.). In turn,
by securing cultural activity over the long term, the area will
start to generate the energy and distinctiveness attractive to
both public and private investment for workspace and residential
development.

provision, including encouragement of; larger space for activities such as
sculpture and performing arts rehearsals; external/internal mixed use
spaces for community use and cultural engagement, wet space for crafts
and visual arts; and high spec. space for digital creative firms.
Figure 9 Garter Lane Open Studios - Courtesy Waterford Arts

Residential development - the WCQ can pioneer live-work spaces that
combine social housing and creative industries; developer contributions to
deliver affordable street level workspace, cultural sector commissioning and capacity building with key cultural agencies and organisations within the quarter,
and relevant new cultural infrastructure; all of which can help generate an inclusive and distinctive environment for working, living, playing and visiting.

Chapter: Risks and Mitigation

Development examples include: Workspace development as a mix of
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Proposed Development Plan
Waterford’s new cultural quarter is the re-imagination of an urban space as a
place where creativity flourishes and which is co-authored by its resident multicultural communities, to which creative and cultural individuals from within
Waterford and further afield are drawn to work and live. It will be a vibrant
quarter which is distinctly different from other districts in the city and which links
the city’s focal points, sited between the end of the Greenway and proposed
distillery development; the North Quays and proposed relocation of the Waterford
Crystal Visitor Centre and the retail heart of the city at John Robert’s Square. It
will be anchored by a portfolio of innovative arts and cultural organisations which
can develop as hubs of excellence to give the WCQ a symbolic value to the arts
and cultural sector of the city, regionally and nationally.



Residents and communities of the WCQ O’Connell Street area



Creative and cultural practitioners, managers and entrepreneurs



Retail and creative businesses in the WCQ



Wider public and visitors to Waterford city



Cultural, Educational and Industry partners



Investors in Waterford

Figure 10 WIT School of Architecture: O'Connell St. Waterford Cultural Quarter - Finding Space: Where are all
the spaces hiding? Scale model of WCQ.

Chapter: /Proposed Development Plan

Who is the WCQ for?
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What will make it a success?
Delivery of a successful WCQ will require strong public / private sector partners and the establishment of a business development
group responsible for the identification of development and investment opportunities; building trusted relationships with
developers; showcasing the WCQ as a creative place; and delivering good governance for the delivery of the project and with a
strategic intent to develop creative clusters in the WCQ over time. Members would include the council, WIT, housing associations,
WCQ and neighbouring businesses (including hotels), and the city’s key creative businesses and cultural organisations. In turn,
this sets up the terms of reference for a creative quarter agency (or equivalent) – a not-for-profit company limited by guarantee
which will play the role as sector broker, inward investment lead and fund-raiser for the WCQ over the medium (3-5 years) term.
The WCQ also requires a supportive City and County Council which works to ensure effective delivery of the project over time to
include:
1. A commitment to championing and advocating for the project.
2. Embedding the WCQ into relevant planning and development frameworks for the city to support the development
of a WCQ in O’Connell Street.
3. Delivery of required revenue for public realm improvements towards the creation of the WCQ as a district in the city
that is both visually and materially different.

(e.g. high-speed broadband connectivity etc)
5. Provision of sustained affordable space and incentivised rates for businesses (e.g. cafés bars, boutique retail shops,
creative businesses etc) in the O’Connell Street area.
6. Commitment to long-term and incentivised leasing of publicly owned premises for creative and cultural
industries development.
7. Continued support of cultural programming to support long term cultural production and delivery in Waterford.

Chapter: /Proposed Development Plan

4. Delivery of necessary and future-proofed public service supports which will enable the WCQ to continuously innovate
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What the Cultural Quarter can deliver for constituent communities?



A mix of spaces and platforms with strong networking functionality. This might involve B2B networking and cultural and community events (e.g.
screenings, live music etc.); and a facilitated community for creative and cultural workers – e.g. a WCQ creative union which involves access to WCQ
news, a level of business and legal support, units to be invested in CPD and skills, favourable rates for cultural events etc.



An open and generous programme of activities, events and infrastructure which embrace the distinctive identities of local people and encourage
intercultural dialogue to nurture new progressive senses of place for the WCQ.



A landscape of experimentation and play – encouraging smart and interactive design across public space and the built landscape – e.g. experimenting
with digital for way-finding, exploring the diverse languages and culture of the district, and for real-time exchange with cultural quarters internationally
(via live cams). High bandwidth connectivity and free wifi in public spaces with engagement activities to re-imagine the district through gaming and
play.



Digitisation / lighting projections etc could usefully be employed to promote the heritage of the area. Examples include developing phone-based
augmented reality stories relating to Waterford’s industrial past as a port and important centre of commerce.

Chapter: What the Cultural Quarter can deliver for constituent communities?

The WCQ will be a dynamic quarter in the heart of the city linking the end of the Greenway to the city’s retail centre and showcasing the best of Waterford’s
creative talent, energy and spirit. A dedicated home for high-quality and innovative cultural and creative practice and programming with improved cultural
venues and a vibrant creative community and a place where diversity is celebrated through local culture and where innovation and creativity flourishes. The
WCQ will be attractive to a range of consumption and participatory activities – drawing people to the city and then to the district.
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Building on existing competencies in cultural management and back office innovation and services, which is fast becoming a distinctive element of the
Waterford economy; the WCQ will over time house a concentration of independent production spaces, innovative arts organisations, cultural facilities and
organic clusters of creative industries and will act as a catalyst to drive the sector forward. Project elements which could be supported over the lifetime of the
plan include:


A new city gallery and exhibition space – focused toward contemporary and interdisciplinary practice.



Supports for creative entrepreneurship in the form of an incubation / exploration hub, creative skills and entrepreneurship programmes, including
apprenticeships – to nurture local talent and provide pathways into the growing local cultural and creative sector.



An Activation Space for creative industries to commercialise and access new markets.

Chapter: What the Cultural Quarter can deliver for constituent communities?

FOR CREATIVE AND CULTURAL PRACTITIONERS, INNOVATORS, AGENTS AND ENTREPRENEURS
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Opportunities for artists and creatives to innovate; network, make, present, share learning and sell their products / services.



Access to affordable managed workspace for artists and creative businesses (possibly managed by a recognised arts / creative studio or workspace
management company; or the WCQ provides the opportunity for a new start-up studio management company - e.g. born out of an artist collective).



Access to capacity-building and market development supports for creative and cultural enterprises (e.g. via bespoke programme development with the
ETB, LEO and WIT).



A new proposition for glass in the city e.g. a ‘hotshop’ for glass design, making and immersive learning combining innovation in product design with a
visitor experience.



Pop-up spaces for emerging creative businesses and for
cultural programming.



Development of the festival economy and cohering of
festivals within the WCQ – specifically Spraoi as
internationally acclaimed urban street festival, which had
its original home in the Granary Building on O’Connell
Street and maintains active programming links with the
area through Sprog Festival; Waterford Walls drawing
international artists to destination delivering animation of
cityscape.

Figure 11 SprOg and Calmast - O'Connell Street 2016

Chapter: What the Cultural Quarter can deliver for constituent communities?

Waterford Cultural Quarter Development Plan
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FOR AGENCIES AND SECTORAL PARTNERS


A newly invigorated and sustainable cultural economy which creates a destination focus for Waterford city.



A WCQ Management Company who will work closely with industry and agency partners to deliver on the strategic priorities of the WCQ over time.



A WCQ network and platform to encourage ideas for projects, activities and interventions that position the WCQ as a co-created proposition.
(Facilitated by a sector intermediary and nurtured with a small grants and events programme – e.g. Creative Ireland programme fund and Waterford
City Arts Grants Scheme). A test-bed process to explore different ways to re-imagine the district and its role in the wider city.

Chapter: What the Cultural Quarter can deliver for constituent communities?

Waterford Cultural Quarter Development Plan
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Development of hubs which smartly specialise, while encouraging
innovation which crosses sectors. For example:
-

Feasibility for new creative hubs and facilities which build on
Waterford’s strengths

-

A programme of maker-spaces which explore the continuum from
artisanal practice to digital printing.

-

Scoping for a centre for film, animation and memory – where
contemporary production companies, digital agencies and artists
working with archives and memory are encouraged to co-locate.

Chapter: What the Cultural Quarter can deliver for constituent communities?
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Increased investment and footfall into the area over the lifetime of the plan and beyond.



Public realm improvements to the streetscape delivering a safer environment for commercial businesses to operate beyond core working hours.



Strong sector and community involvement to deliver on the WCQ plan.



Provision of affordable rentals and rates and security of tenure for creative and cultural businesses in the quarter.



Incentives for relocation of existing cultural and creative businesses to the WCQ.



Development and implementation of a phased traffic management plan for the WCQ in consultation with local businesses.

Figure 12 Creative pedestrianisation Woonerf's

Chapter: What the Cultural Quarter can deliver for constituent communities?

FOR BUSINESSES
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FOR RESIDENT COMMUNITIES



A space for communities to flourish, e.g. community
kitchen and gardens, public realm spaces for residents of
the WCQ, enhancement of intercultural awareness through
commissioning of new syncretised cultures ‘made in
Waterford’.



A continued opportunity for residents to be included in
development of their local area.



Improved safety of the area through public lighting,
walkways, seating etc.



Greater animation of the streetscape and the provision of
public realm space for communities to congregate.



Increased activity and vibrancy in the WCQ beyond core working hours (e.g. via accessible cultural programming, bars, cafes etc) increasing the
opportunity for residents to participate more fully in the cultural life of the city.



Developmental agendas to cohere community groups with existing arts practice and programming – e.g. Waterford Youth Arts working with
community groups, leaders and representatives to develop programmes across community divides celebrating the diversity of cultures in the WCQ.



Provision of a community / industrial kitchen / food market incorporating foods made in the community and offering an opportunity for trade and social
engagement with both Irish residents and visitors alike.



Enterprise development opportunities and supports for creative entrepreneurs in the community.



Physically accessible and free performance spaces to ensure inclusivity.

Chapter: What the Cultural Quarter can deliver for constituent communities?

It will celebrate the increasingly intercultural residential population living within its boundaries, promoting a greater understanding and awareness of the
value which these communities bring to the urban centre and responding to ways in which these communities want to live, work and play in the city. Core
project ideas identified within the planning process include:
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FOR EDUCATION PARTNERS



A new centre for performing arts which can co-locate teaching and development with a skills, performance and festival development facility, building
festival capacity and innovation and delivering front and backstage skills to support an already strong sector for Waterford.



A new model of educational
supports which serves to
bridge the gap between the
formal education system and
the business / and creative
enterprise sectors. These
support services will build on
the existing framework of
education within the city and
county with a focus on
competency
development
within the creative industries
space in particular.



Deepening of the existing
relationship with the relevant
Schools within WIT and
existing programmes with
WWETB, LEO, Skillnets etc to support graduates wishing
to pursue a career in the
cultural
and
creative
industries. Developing bespoke supports (e.g. culinary skills enterprise model) and accredited programmes which serve to further careers in this field.

Chapter: What the Cultural Quarter can deliver for constituent communities?

Referencing Waterford’s aim to be a ‘Learning City’ establishing the WCQ as a transformation opportunity for WIT as it becomes the University of the South
East is a major opportunity to converge civic and institutional interests. This can include relocating some creative and cultural programme elements to the
WCQ but also innovating, transforming and re-inventing – to develop the types of facilities and models which can play a major role in supporting best
practice in research, teaching, knowledge exchange, student experiential learning, enterprise and innovation. This can include:
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The potential exists to create innovative, research-led collaborations across the creative and cultural industry sectors in the WCQ. Inclusion within the
WCQ spatial framework of collaborative, incubation ‘live-work’ spaces or ‘graduate hubs’ would enhance opportunities for graduates to undertake
research, competitions, exploration of material prototype developments and IT innovation etc in collaboration with other graduate students across the
cultural and creative fields. Such facilities could also attract European and International interest through student exchange Erasmus partnerships
further developing new forms of collaborative creative practice and new creative enterprises in the city.

Chapter: What the Cultural Quarter can deliver for constituent communities?
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New
space(s)
for
interaction
and
R&D
which connect different
creative, technology and
knowledge-intensive
activities
already
in
existence – e.g. a centre
for creative technologies
which brings together the
South
East
Applied
Materials
Research
Laboratory, VR and AR
activities,
design
and
robotics,
sound
and
performing arts. This can
be a multi-disciplinary lab
and teaching hub with
additional enterprise and
skills functionality and
which might include in its
early stages a virtual
reality modelling of the
proposed WCQ.

Figure 13 Courtesy of The Arts +

Chapter: What the Cultural Quarter can deliver for constituent communities?
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Work in Progress
This process of development for the WCQ is already taking shape. A range of stakeholder engagement meetings and workshops have taken place over the
summer months and these sessions have elicited more than 80 separate ideas for development of the WCQ, relevant to different communities and industry
players. The process of development is ongoing and the ideas generated to date will be included in the work plan for the implementation of the WCQ at the
end of the planning process. In addition, a number of programmes and projects which support the WCQ development phase are already in progress. These
include, but are not limited to:

Creative Spirits
 Creative Spirits is the name given to a network (of nine EU cities) in which Waterford participates as part of the European Union funded URBACT III
programme – Driving change for better cities. This programme helps cities work together to develop sustainable solutions to major urban challenges
by developing transnational networks, networking, knowledge sharing and capacity building / learning opportunities across partner cities. Each
partner city in the Creative Spirits network has a plan in place to improve their urban area through development of their creative and cultural
industries sector. The network includes partners from: Ibi - Spain, Maribor – Slovakia, Sofia – Bulgaria, Kaunas – Lithuania, Ravenna – Italy, Loulé –
Portugal, Budapest – Hungary and Lublin – Poland. The project is in its second phase and will run until June 2019. WCCC’s participation supports the
development of O’Connell Street as a Cultural Quarter by creating leaning opportunities to develop novel approaches which link creative places,
people and businesses, attracting more creative entrepreneurs and boosting creative entrepreneurship in dedicated urban spaces as a result.

 The Waterford Creative Ireland programme is completing its first year of cultural programming. A five-year strategy for
Creative Ireland is currently being developed and will dovetail with the ambition of the WCQ and provide opportunities to
deliver new audiences for cultural and impact cultural programming in the city over the lifetime of the strategy. This
programme presents opportunities for cultural programming and commissioning to support small-scale development projects in
the WCQ.

Waterford Youth Arts
 Waterford Youth Arts in partnership with the WCCC has developed a feasibility document seeking to document to secure capital funds for
development of a youth arts facility (Arts and Cultural hub) on the edge of the WCQ. Included in this comprehensive plan is the restoration of two
existing Georgian buildings which would be re-purposed to house Waterford Youth Arts and specifically its connectivity with film development. In
addition to this proposition is the potential to leverage coding and skills development programmes for young people in Waterford and to house these
within the same complex, creating a hub for innovative youth arts and creativity. Positioning of a grass-roots youth arts initiative in the WCQ offers

Chapter: Work in Progress

Creative Ireland
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potential for the development of talent to support creative enterprises in the WCQ over time. An opportunity exists therefore for the WCQ
Management Company to pursue possible capital funding for this project to be realised in the medium term.

 The Vertical Studio is a generous, collaborative project of the collective
creative minds of the students of the WIT School of Architecture and
their academic faculty. This project is visualising, mapping and
modelling the O’Connell Street area finding the spaces that make up
the fabric of the WCQ - O’Connell Street and its tributaries. In addition
to the mapping process the project will re-imagine a new vision for the
WCQ that provides a distinct identity as a place, space and home for
creativity and culture. During the first week of the 2017 semester, the
students of the School carried out a mapping of the spaces and
buildings of the WCQ, developed a scale model of the Waterford
Cultural Quarter and a range of conceptual ideas to realise the
potential of the street, bearing in mind its constituent communities.
The initial concepts were presented in September 2017 at the Granary
Building on O’Connell Street and the scale model is currently open to
public view in the building. Concepts included: development of public
realm at Garter Lane Theatre for community and creative use; a
community kitchen and food market; re-imagination of rear access to
hotels to include pavement cafés; plans to create a cultural node at
Mary Street to connect the WCQ with the proposed Waterford Distillery
Visitor Centre and the end of the Greenway and a food, entertainment
and film concept (Full-Film-Ent) located from Gladstone Street to the
old city wall. Further work will be carried out on these concepts in the
coming months and the outputs of this work and continued
collaboration with the WIT School of Architecture will serve to inform
development planning for the WCQ into the future.
Figure 14 WIT School of Architecture: O'Connell St. Waterford Cultural Quarter - Finding Space: Where are
all the spaces hiding? Concept for Film, Food, Entertainment Festival

Chapter: Work in Progress

WIT Department of Architecture Vertical Studio 2017
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Festival Development Initiatives
 The success of the Waterford Walls international
street art festival, which transforms Waterford
City into an open-air gallery, is felt far beyond
Waterford city. It’s annual event enticing over 50
international and national artists to present their
work on Waterford’s built heritage canvas. The
city’s embracement of Waterford Walls highlights
an understanding and appreciation of art and
culture at agency level and a flexibility and
generosity towards animating the streetscape of
the inner city and delivering a cultural attraction,
an international ‘go to’ street art destination, born
of Waterford’s creative spirit.
 The collaborative partnership of Garter Lane, WIT,
WCC and Spraoi Street Art Festival in their
production and delivery of the hugely successful
educational and cultural off-shoot children’s/youth
festival Sprog.

Heritage
 2018 is the European Year of Cultural Heritage. Opportunities to seek project funding to support development of the WCQ will be identified and
developed in the coming months. Additional work to develop proposals towards the restoration of some of the finest examples of built heritage on
O’Connell Street / Gladstone Street have the potential to brings vibrancy to the quarter and demonstrate the sustainable re-purposing of these
buildings as part of the WCQ. The Heritage Office in WCC is seeking to enliven and promote the historic character of the area via the imaginative use
of the heritage environs of the WCQ as performance venues e.g. the City Walls in Jenkin’s Lane. Behind Closed Doors and Heritage Week events will
also be used to promote the cultural heritage interest of the district.

Chapter: Work in Progress

 Well Festival - health and wellness festival. A
collaborative partnership between Garter Lane Arts
Centre and Waterford Healing Arts Trust with the
support of Waterford City and County Council.
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Waterford City Library
 Waterford City Library, while positioned outside of the WCQ proper on Lady Lane, was formerly housed on O’Connell Street. As the central library
serving the inhabitants of the city it offers the potential to work with the WCQ to deliver additional enabling resources to support development
process via programming opportunities, information and engagement with the city’s inhabitants and supports for creative entrepreneurs.
Collaborative working with the WCCC culture team (managed via the central library) also creates opportunities to provide a continuum of crosssectoral support for the WCQ.

Waterford City Arts Studios
 Waterford City Arts Studios (WCAS) has been in existence since 2009. It currently comprises of five buildings on Lombard Street and Bank Lane.
WCAS is a City Council project initiated by the Arts Office with the intention of bringing an artistic vibrancy into the City with the utilisation of derelict
and vacant Council stock. It is proposed that opportunities for development of the WCAS might be relocated within the WCQ over time.

Waterford Vacant Premises Schemes
 Waterford Vacant Premises Arts Scheme (Shopfronts) and Waterford Vacant Commercial Premises Arts Scheme (Commercial/Industrial units)
The purpose of these two schemes is to tackle the issue of vacancy in the city centre by giving added value to the premises via a temporary creative
tenancy to enhance the vitality of an area and to reward the prescience of the landlord. This scheme responds to the negative impact vacant and
boarded up shop windows gives the passerby and reducing the impression of dereliction and poverty.
Waterford Shop-front Rejuvenation Scheme - Waterford City Council is working with owners of a number of vacant premises in prime locations to
enhance the rental opportunities by aiding creative tenancies, providing supports to ensure continuity of tenure, assistance in rental costs and
overheads.

 The Waterford Integration and Support Unit (WIS) has worked closely with Waterford City and County Council to ensure the inclusion of the voices of
refugees, asylum seekers and other migrants in the consultation phase for the WCQ development. The WIS continues to provide valuable services
and supports for these communities through programmes and services for language, literacy, employment, information and culture, ensuring a clear
line of communication with resident communities and a socially integrated approach to development of the WCQ from the outset. Given the
development of the WCQ as having the potential to deliver a social impact to resident communities, WIS’s continued support during the
implementation phase of the WCQ will ensure the needs of marginalised communities are represented and embedded into the delivery of multicultural landscape for culture in the city.

Chapter: Work in Progress

Waterford Integration and Support Unit
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Waterford Area Partnership
 Working on behalf of the resident communities in the WCQ, the focus for WAP in the WCQ development is on ensuring
social cohesion, promoting social enterprise and job creation for those living in the O’Connell Street area. Other
development opportunities include access for community use of existing (and vacant) premises, providing resources to
support communities to apply for European Union funding related to project and programme development, developing
cohered ownership and organisation of the WCQ by the resident community and ensuring that the WCQ reflects and
responds their cultural diversity.

City in Bloom
 Continued participation in the collaborative Waterford Council/Waterford Business Group ‘City in Bloom’ initiative, to deliver a sense of pride and
confidence in the area as the WCQ develops and to provide input into the further greening – animation of the Quarter over time.

Purple Flag
 The O’ Connell Street Area is a part of the city’s Purple Flag zone which was assessed and accredited its success by the UK based Association of
Town & City Management (ATCM). Continued development of opportunities which support the delivery of a night-time economy in the WCQ as part
of the Purple Flag will be an important factor in delivering vibrancy in the WCQ.

Ireland’s Ancient East

Chapter: Work in Progress

 Is Fáilte Ireland’s tourism brand proposition for the south and east of Ireland and which includes Waterford city. This visitor framework is based on
the development authentic stories and immersive experiences which reflect local people and place. Fáilte Ireland is currently developing a series of
workshops for trade in the south east of Ireland and is working with trade partners in Waterford in particular to improve accommodation stock in the
city, build a cohered and high-quality visitor offer and create a destination focus which will increase dwell time in the city and wider region.
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Governance
The success of any cultural development district lies in the strength of its governance model. It is an imperative that a commitment to good governance,
clarity of ownership, objectives and outputs is agreed by all relevant stakeholders at the outset of the implementation phase. The table below outlines a
number of governance models which would fit the Waterford context.
Positives

Option 1

-

-

Council-led with one
FTE post to drive the
WCQ development

Ensures close alignment with Council
policy and priorities

Could be perceived as top-down /
instructive

-

Enables close working relationship with
planners and regarding licensing

-

Relations with business and community
would be shaped by wider perceptions of
the role of WCC

-

Option 2

-

Skill sets / incentives required to drive
sector development might not be
available within the WCC structure.

An organic approach to the WCQ,
building on the existing advisory group
role. This would be a light-touch
approach involving better sector
networking, a shared approach to
programming, joint bids for funding etc.

-

Several funding opportunities would not
be available without a formal entity

-

Risk of dissipation of energy and focus

-

Lack of leadership and dedicated
resource to drive the WCQ

-

A gentler, inclusive approach, without
strong cultural quarter badging / signing,
with local residents and businesses
gradually shaping a cultural place.

-

Risk of lack of consensus could result in
an impasse or lack ‘talking shop’.

-

A board would play a coordinating role,
sharing ideas and knowledge and
working with the Council to prioritise
funding bids.

-

A formal business-led structure where

-

Big emphasis on private partnership; less

-

Sector-led – a
network and board
model

Option 3

Would enhance fund-raising
opportunities via national investment
programmes

Challenges

Recommendation
A lead officer should be appointed with
responsibility to play an enabling and strategic
development role for the WCQ.
This should work as a key partner to Option 4 (see
below) and play a leadership role within the WCC–
ensuring the WCQ is prioritised for investment,
appropriate planning etc.

The existing advisory group transitions into a new
WCQ board (see Option 4 below) – inclusive of
some members of the advisory group.
Sector and community networks are a key work
stream for the preferred Option 4.

Explore opportunities for a culture-facing BID for

Chapter: Governance

Model
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Option 4

membership fees contribute to cultural
programming / events, public realm
improvements, shop front improvement
etc.
-

Set up as a formal company, with
opportunities to fund-raise from national
/ EU sources.

-

Potential for wider membership – for
businesses across the city centre

-

Builds capacity and competency in
cultural development across the business
sector.

-

A new not-for-profit company (as per the
model approved for ThreeSisters2020)
established to drive the WCQ. This will
lead on strategy, partnership, fundraising and sector development. It will
work to the mission set out in this
document.

New Waterford
Cultural Quarter
Company

-

This approach will ensure the WCQ has a
clear strategic purpose and high profile,
energetic, entrepreneurial leadership.

-

It will be able to access local, national
and EU funds for programme and capital
developments.

-

It will be based in the WCQ and actively
broker networks and programme
activities.

-

It will build clear partnerships with the
WCC lead officer – working as a team.

-

It will build a small, agile staff base

on community engagement and social
impact.
-

BIDS tend to be good at the basics – e.g.
public realm improvements and shared
marketing; and less effective at sector
development, incubation and R&D

-

Would lack clear opportunities for
partnership with WIT

-

Seed investment will be required to
recruit a Director and drive partnerships;
plus to fund-raise and initiate some pilot
activities.

-

-

-

The company will need to balance
sustainability and growth: the mission
will be to grow the WCQ, not the
company.
Sensitivity will be required to
complement the growth and change
programmes underway for key anchor
organisations – e.g. Garter Lane Arts
Centre. Good partnership working should
ensure that such organisations are
supported to lead on priority areas for
the WCQ.
The new company should consider ‘built
in obsolescence’ as a strategy: i.e. set
out some outputs which, if achieved,
mean it is no longer needed. This could

the whole city centre – as a complement to the
work of Option 4.

Re-package the Three Sisters Company as the WCQ
Company.
Develop required legal and technical documents for
the company – so it can flourish as an inclusive, fair
and environmentally responsible organisation.
Formalise the Advisory Group as a new Board with
new members to include WIT, Garter Lane Arts
Centre, and lead agencies in tourism, culture and
creative industries. The Council has an advisory role
to the Board.
Formalise / fund a lead officer role in WCC to work
at least part-time as liaison to and champion for the
WCQ agency.
Develop a detailed business plan for the Company.
Invest in a fund-raiser to generate project funding
for Year 2.
Invest in a recognised cultural property
management and sector development company
(e.g. Bow Arts or Nottingham Creative Qtr Agency)
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capable of driving culture-led change.

include the development of a stable
creative hub for the WCQ, with a
management and development company
which plays a similar sector and district
development role to the WCQ Company.

to advise on the practical and technical
requirements of the Company and to identify
medium term opportunities to secure cultural and
creative use in the WCQ.
Develop Company brand / online platforms.
Identify a space (e.g. as part of a shared space) for
the HQ within the WCQ.

WCQ Company Board
Transferred from existing Advisory Group

WCQ CEO

Administrative Support

Partner Agencies

WCCC Lead Officer

Stakeholder Forums
Including Business, Culture, Community, Education and
Metropolitan Council

WCQ Organisational Model

Chapter: Governance
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WCQ Funding Framework
Funding for the WCQ will be secured from a range of sources with Waterford City and County Council positioned as the lead funding agency.
A commitment from Waterford City and County Council to the ongoing development and finding of the WCQ over time will be required. An annual budget line
which allows for planned infrastructural and programme development will be necessitated. Such a budget should include capital costs for refurbishment so
that proposed facilities, ear-marked for cultural use as part of the initial development of the WCQ, can be made accessible for public and comply with
relevant health and safety standards and building regulations etc. Waterford City and County Council will also need to provide financial assistance via other
programmes and services provided in the city, e.g. continuity of the Vacant Premises Schemes for creative tenancy and incentivised business development in
the WCQ, roads and planning department to ensure objectives of the WCQ are met.
The role of the WCQ Director will have as part of its remit a funding development element to seek private funding to support the WCQ development.
Collaborative partnerships with agency, education partners and businesses will be central to the Quarter’s success. Funding relationships will need to be
defined with each individual partner – understanding where and how they can best support the ongoing development of the WCQ. A defined research
relationship with WIT should be developed at the outset so that the impact of the WCQ can be effectively measured.

Creative Ireland is currently delivering a sum of €64,000 to each local authority until 2022 for programming. A supplementary sum of €32,000 may be made
available towards the end of 2017, providing a sum of €100,000 annually to cultural and creative development locally. The Waterford Creative Ireland
Strategy provides an opportunity for the WCQ to seek funds from this programme for developments which support the delivery of the Creative Ireland vision
in Waterford.
Involvement in European Union programmes such as Creative Sprits (URBACT), Interreg – (Ireland/Wales Priority 3), Creative Europe, Urban Innovation
Actions (UIA) etc will also assist in leveraging funds for the WCQ development. A clear Funding for cultural programming already provided for through
Waterford City Arts Office, Arts Council etc will be sought to develop programming to animate the Quarter. Opportunities to promote the WCQ as reason for
tourists to visit Waterford can also be supported through the Ireland’s Ancient East workshop programme and relevant funding calls for capital and
experience development.
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Funding should also be sought from Government, European Union and private funds. It is assumed that programme funding from Waterford City Council Arts
Office will be managed as per the existing programming funding framework. The recent announcement of an additional €90 million in capital funding for the
Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht over the next four years from 2018 and 2021, has changed the landscape for multi-annual planning for
culture in Ireland. This fund will enable the WCQ to seek core funding to support the delivery of an enhanced cultural framework in the city in the coming
years.
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Draft WCQ Implementation Plan 2018 / 2019
WCCC is currently working on developing an implementation plan to bring about a wide range of actions in 2018 & 2019 in order to foster a developmental
environment in the O’Connell Street area. The actions are based on best practice, on research and on the discussions with community leaders, business,
residents, artists, organisations & agencies, and on the submissions received as part of the public consultations. Below is a list of draft actions and proposed
timelines which will be consulted on further as the implementation plan is developed;
Objectives

Draft Actions

WCQ Company, Governance,
Funding

Set-up WCQ company, governance and resources
etc
Develop a detailed business plan and strategy for
WCQ company

Jan-18

Recruit WCQ CEO

Feb-18

Appoint WCQ co-ordinator and admin support
Examine European Union and national funding to
support ongoing development plans

Jan-18
2018

Source funding for additional resources and WCQ
projects

2018

Improve public lighting on O'Connell Street
Develop a SMART Artistic lighting design
Expand City in Bloom in O'Connell Street
Provide public Wi-Fi in the WCQ
Review and improve signage
Improve amenity space in the WCQ

Improve vibrancy / animation
of the WCQ

Incentivise service industries (café's, bars etc to
locate on O'Connell Street to improve night time
offer
Commission public art on the street

Jan-18

Apr-18
Sep-18
Apr-18
Apr-19
Sep-18
Apr-18
2018
2018
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Improve Public Realm in the
WCQ

Proposed
Start
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Develop a supportive
environment for Creative and
Cultural Industries

Develop cultural anchor
initiatives for WCQ

Support enterprise
development in the WCQ

Oct-18
2018

Setup an Artist-in-Residence programme (Space &
accommodation)
Provide pop-up shop facility for artists / cultural
events
Work with cultural partners to develop programmes
and commissions to enhance creative practice in
WCQ

Sept
18/19
Apr-18
Jun-18

Scope & develop a pilot lab / co-working space
which connects researchers, emergent creative
businesses, technologists and artists. An R&D hub
to explore creative and social impact for the city.

2018

Scope and set-up an incubation space for cultural
and creative industries enterprises

2018

Scope and develop and implement an incubation
programme
Develop an Ethnic Street Food Market

2018

Develop a commercial kitchen facility

2018

2018

Develop a creative glass concept/proposal

May-18

Examine a comprehensive proposal for a FAB Lab

May-18

Deliver New City Art Gallery

Mar-18

Examine a Vacant Property Rates Scheme in the
WCQ
Develop Rates scheme to encourage Artists and
CCIs to (re)locate in the WCQ

Jan-18

Consider sub-contracts for community engagement
and Develop Urban Acupuncture Programme cultural commissioning pilots for place-making and
urban change
Set-up an Enterprise Support programme for CCIs

Sep-18
Aug-18

Mar-19
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Develop an environment for
Creative Practice to Flourish

Commission a creative lighting scheme
Host City Festivals in WCQ
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Communications

Undertake Benchmark
studies of the WCQ

Deliver a community pop-up space and programme
– a community building programme to develop a
new community space for Waterford
Examine a communications process for
stakeholders and residents
Develop an App for Events and businesses in the
WCQ
Source a location for local community groups to
meet
Develop student projects with WIT
Host community events in the WCQ

Apr-18
Jan-18
Sep-18
Apr-18
Apr-18
2018

Commission participatory branding and signing for
the WCQ

Feb-18

Develop and launch social media and website for
WCQ
Ongoing promotion of WCQ activity and
opportunities

Mar-18

Undertake traffic count of O'Connell street area
Examine a traffic plan for the area
Undertake a "Health Check" of O'Connell street
Develop an evaluation framework for the WCQ
Define expected outcomes, set KPIs and measure
progress

Jan-18
Jul-18
Apr-18
Feb-18
Apr-18

Feb-18
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Engage communities in WCQ
development
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Conclusion

Chapter: Conclusion

The development of a cultural quarter for Waterford shows a continued commitment from Waterford City and County Council to culture-led regeneration. It
leverages the work carried out to date in developing a coherent culture-led framework for the region and positions Waterford as a national leader in this field,
through their re-imagining of an existing site with a living community at its heart. This is no ‘brown-field’ site for Waterford and so development of the WCQ
requires careful, sensitive and participatory planning. Focussing on where best practice global models have garnered their success in the development of
similar districts, learning from the range and scale of their developments and contextualising this against the backdrop of the proposed WCQ, will enable the
partners to realise their vision. Central to this success is the integrated community aspect of the development process. The value in embedding the voice of
the communities living in the district (now and tomorrow) should not be underestimated. Creating a framework which gives voice to their needs, aspirations
and potential in relation to this development will present a socially-inclusive district which is co-authored by its residents, which provides access to,
engagement with and participation in cultural and creative practice, performance, production and exhibition leading to a more vibrant, animated, visually and
culturally diverse district in Waterford city.
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